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Abstracts

Ceramic tiles are a popular type of tile made from a mixture of sand, natural products,

and clays. Once the tile material has been moulded into shape, it is then fired in a kiln,

which gives the ceramic tile its characteristic strength and durability. Ceramic tiles can

have either a glazed or unglazed finish, depending on the desired look and function.

Ceramic tiles are a versatile and practical choice for many applications and are often

used in a variety of settings, including suburban homes, restaurants, offices, malls, and

resorts. They are particularly popular for bathroom walls and kitchen floors, but can also

be used in other areas, such as entryways, hallways, and outdoor spaces. Because

ceramic tiles are durable and easy to clean, they are a low-maintenance option for

homeowners and business owners alike. They are also available in a wide range of

styles, colors, and patterns, making them a great choice for those looking to add visual

interest and texture to their space. The global ceramic tiles market is expected to

increase by USD 64.4 billion, at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 6.4% from

2023 to 2029, according to the latest edition of the Global Ceramic Tiles Market Report.

The report covers market size and growth, segmentation, regional breakdowns,

competitive landscape, trends and strategies for global ceramic tiles market. It presents

a quantitative analysis of the market to enable stakeholders to capitalize on the

prevailing market opportunities. The report also identifies top segments for opportunities

and strategies based on market trends and leading competitors’ approaches.

This industry report offers market estimates and forecasts of the global market, followed

by a detailed analysis of the product, application, distribution channel, end user, and

region. The global market for ceramic tiles can be segmented by product: glazed tiles,

porcelain tiles, scratch-free tiles, others. The porcelain tiles segment was the largest

contributor to the global ceramic tiles market in 2022. Ceramic tiles market is further

segmented by application: floor tiles, wall tiles, others. According to the research, the

floor tiles segment had the largest share in the global ceramic tiles market. Based on
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distribution channel, the ceramic tiles market is segmented into: contractors,

stone showrooms and specialty stores, home centers, others. On the basis of end user,

the ceramic tiles market also can be divided into: residential, commercial. Globally, the

residential segment made up the largest share of the ceramic tiles market. Ceramic tiles

market by region is categorized into: Asia-Pacific, Europe, North America, Middle East

and Africa (MEA), South America.

Market Segmentation

By product: glazed tiles, porcelain tiles, scratch-free tiles, others

By application: floor tiles, wall tiles, others

By distribution channel: contractors, stone showrooms and specialty stores, home

centers, others

By end user: residential, commercial

By region: Asia-Pacific, Europe, North America, Middle East and Africa (MEA), South

America

The report also provides analysis of the key companies of the industry and their detailed

company profiles including Ceramica Saloni S.A.U., Ceramiche Atlas Concorde S.p.A.,

China Ceramics Co., Ltd., Crossville Inc., Florida Tile Inc., Foshan Lehua Arrow Trading

Co., Ltd., Grupo Lamosa, GRUPPO CERAMICHE RICCHETTI S.p.A., Guangdong

Newpearl Ceramics Group Co., Ltd., Huida Sanitary Ware Co., Ltd., Ironrock Capital

Inc., Kajaria Ceramics Limited, KANO CORPORATION, Mohawk Industries, Inc.,

Monalisa Ceramics Co., Ltd., PORCELANOSA Grupo, RAK Ceramics P.J.S.C, among

others. In this report, key players and their strategies are thoroughly analyzed to

understand the competitive outlook of the market.

*REQUEST FREE SAMPLE TO GET A COMPLETE LIST OF COMPANIES

Scope of the Report

To analyze and forecast the market size of the global ceramic tiles market.

To classify and forecast the global ceramic tiles market based on product, application,

distribution channel, end user, region.

To identify drivers and challenges for the global ceramic tiles market.

To examine competitive developments such as mergers & acquisitions, agreements,

collaborations and partnerships, etc., in the global ceramic tiles market.

To identify and analyze the profile of leading players operating in the global ceramic

tiles market.

Why Choose This Report

Gain a reliable outlook of the global ceramic tiles market forecasts from 2023 to 2029
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across scenarios.

Identify growth segments for investment.

Stay ahead of competitors through company profiles and market data.

The market estimate for ease of analysis across scenarios in Excel format.

Strategy consulting and research support for three months.

Print authentication provided for the single-user license.
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